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STATUS OF THE TESLA DESIGN�D. Trinesfor the TESLA CollaborationyDeutshes Elektronen-Synhrotron DESY, 22603 Hamburg, Germany(Reeived February 18, 1999)The status of the layout of the linear ollider projet, TESLA, whihemploys superonduting aelerating strutures, will be presented.PACS numbers: 29.17.+w 1. IntrodutionSine the �rst proposal for a superonduting linear e+e� ollider byTigner [1℄ in 1965, aelerator builders [2�4℄ have been fasinated by thepotential of superondutivity for high energy linear e+e� olliders. The lowresistive losses in the walls of superonduting avities yield a high onversione�ieny from mains to beam power. As energy an be stored very e�ientlyin the avities, a large number of bunhes an be aelerated spaed far apartin a long RF pulse. This allows for a fast bunh to bunh orbit feedbakwhih guarantees that bunhes from the opposing beams hit head on atthe IP .� Presented at the Craow Epiphany Conferene on Eletron�Positron Colliders,Craow, Poland, January 5�10, 1999.y TESLA Collaboration: Armenia: Yerevan Physis Institute, P.R. China: IHEPAademia Sinia, Tsinghua Univ., Finland: Inst. of Physis Helsinki, Frane:CEA/DSM Salay, IN2P3 Orsay, Germany: Max-Born-Inst. Berlin, DESY Ham-burg and Zeuthen, GH Wuppertal, Univ. Hamburg, IAP Univ. Frankfurt, GKSSGeesthaht, FZ Karlsruhe, IfH TU Darmstadt, ITE TU Berlin, IKK TU Dresden,RWTH Aahen, Univ. Rostok, Italy: INFN Frasati, Legnaro, Milano, Univ. RomaII, Poland: Polish Aad. of Sienes, Univ. Warsaw, INP Krakow, Univ. of Min-ing & Metallurgy, Polish Atomi Energy Ageny, Soltan Inst. for Nulear Studies,Russia: JINR Dubna, IHEP Protvino, INP Novosibirsk, INR Troitsk, USA: ArgonneNational Lab., Cornell Univ., Fermilab, UCLA.(2049)



2050 D. TrinesOne of the most important parameters of a linear ollider is the lumi-nosity whih is given byL � onst. pÆBECM �p"yN PAC HD ; (1)where ÆB is the relative energy loss aused by beam-strahlung, ECM is theentre of mass energy of the e+e� ollision, � is the onversion e�ieny frommains power PAC to beam power, "yN is the normalised vertial emittane atthe IP and HD is the luminosity enhanement fator aused by disruption.To ahieve high luminosity for given PAC and beam-strahlung-losses oneneeds high onversion e�ieny and a small vertial beam emittane atthe IP .The eletromagneti �elds generated by the partile bunhes travellingthrough the aelerating strutures � the wake�elds � at bak on thegenerating bunh itself and the following bunhes. In ase of a small devia-tion of the bunh trajetory from the axis of the aelerating struture, thetransverse wake�elds generate an e�etive dilution of the emittane at theIP , thus reduing the luminosity. As these transverse wake�elds sale withthe third power of the RF frequeny, it is obviously easier to transport lowemittane beam through a low frequeny struture.Another very important parameter for the layout of a linear aeleratoris the shunt impedane per unit length, whih is the ratio of the aeleratinggradient squared to the RF losses in the aelerator struture per unit length.Whereas this quantity sales with the square root of the RF frequeny !for normal onduting strutures (thus favouring large RF frequenies) itdepends on ! as rs � !A!2 +Rres (2)for superonduting avities favouring RF frequenies around 1GHz. A is afuntion of temperature and material and Rres is the residual surfae resis-tane. Beause low frequenies are preferred for s.. avities, this make themideally suited to aelerate low emittane beams, as the emittane dilutionby wake�elds is small (W? � !3). In addition toleranes on the fabriationand alignment of avities are very relaxed. The ombination of high onver-sion e�ieny and small emittane dilution makes a superonduting linearollider the ideal hoie with respet to the ahievable luminosity.2. A short history of TESLAThe major hallenges to be mastered so that a superonduting linearollider beomes feasible were to inrease the aelerating gradients fromabout 5 MV/m to 25 MV/m and to redue the ost per length from existing



Status of the TESLA Design 2051systems by about a fator of four to obtain 2000 $/MV. Enouraged byresults from R& D work at CEBAF, CERN, Cornell, DESY, KEK, Salayand Wuppertal [12�14℄, several institutions � the nuleus of the TESLACollaboration formally established in 1994 � deided in 1991 to set upthe neessary infrastruture at DESY [8℄ to proess and test 40 industriallyprodued 9 ell 1.3 GHz solid Niobium avities. The aim was to ahievegradients of 15 MV/m at a Q value of 3�109 in a �rst step and �nally reah25 MV/m at a Q value of 5� 109 suitable for the linear ollider. The infras-truture of the TESLA Test Faility TTF onsists of leanrooms, hemialtreatment installations, a 1400Æ C puri�ation furnae, a high pressure waterrinsing system, a ryogeni plant to operate vertial and horizontal avitytest stands at 1.8 K and a 1.3 GHz RF soure.In addition the ollaboration deided to build a 500 MeV lina as anintegrated system test to demonstrate that a linear ollider based on s..avities an be onstruted and operated with on�dene.Considerable attention has been given to the subjet of ost redution[10,11℄. For example:� The number of ells per aelerating struture was inreased to 9 om-pared to the ustomary 4�5. This redues the number of RF inputand HOM ouplers, tuning systems and ryostat penetrations, it alsosimpli�es the RF distribution system and inreases the �lling fator.� Costly ryostat ends and warm to old transitions were avoided byombining eight 9 ell avities and optial elements, whih were allhosen to be superonduting, into one long, simple ryostat. Alsothe omplete helium distribution system has been inorporated intothe ryostat using the old low pressure gas return tube as supportstruture for avities and optial elements.From the work starting in 1990 [13℄ a onept for a 500 GeV m energysuperonduting linear ollider emerged, operating at 1.3 GHz with a gradi-ent of 25 MV/m at Q = 5�109 and a luminosity of some 5�1033m�2se�1.A oneptual design report (CDR) was published in May 1997 [15℄ giving aomplete desription of the mahine inluding all subsystems. The reportinludes a joint study with ECFA on the partile physis and the detetorlayout.Sine 1990 interest has grown [16,17℄ in lina driven X-ray FEL radiation,based on the Self-Ampli�ed Spontaneous Emission (SASE) priniple [18,19℄.As the requirements on the emittane of the beam for a short wave lengthFEL are very demanding, again a superonduting low RF frequeny linalends itself as the best hoie for suh an appliation. The CDR inludes thelayout of an X-ray FEL faility integrated into the linear ollider as well as



2052 D. Trinesvarious sienti� appliations of the FEL radiation. For a detailed report onthe status of the X-ray faility, see [20℄. The priniple layout of the wholefaility is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Overall layout of TESLA3. R&D results and ativitiesThe avities are fabriated up to now from Niobium sheet material bydeep drawing and eletron beam welding. High purity material with goodthermal ondutivity at low temperatures is used to avoid thermal quenhesof the superondutor. In order to avoid �eld emission during high �eldoperation great are is taken during the preparation of the avities to getthe inner surfae of the avities dustfree.



Status of the TESLA Design 2053Therefore the avities are only handled in a high quality leanroom andthe aids and the water used to lean the avities are kept free from partileontamination by speial �lters. The �nal leaning is done by a high pressureultra lean water jet whih is a very e�ient way to remove dust partilesfrom the avity.Up to now 38 9-ell Niobium avities have been tested at the TTF. Themajority of the avities exeeded the initial TTF design goal of 15 MV/mat Q = 3 � 109: Fig. 2 shows the measurements in the vertial test stand[26℄ of all avities exluding only those with a well identi�ed fabriationerror. On average a gradient of 22 MV/m at Q = 1010 is obtained. In areent measurement in the horizontal test [25℄ a gradient of 33 MV/m atQ = 4� 109 has been ahieved.

Fig. 2. Quality fator Q versus a. gradient for all 9-ell avities without fabria-tion error (vertial test).The performane limitations seen in six avities were due to an improperwelding proedure and ould be eliminated in the subsequent avity produ-tion. In three avities a hole was burned during welding. The remaining av-ities not performing to expetations showed inlusions of Tantalum grains inthe Niobium. Suh defets will be avoided by sanning all Nb sheets for im-purities with an eddy-urrent method. For a detailed information on avitytreatment proedures and results see [9,21,39℄.Several alternatives to the welding of dumb-bells for the prodution of9-ell Niobium avities � like hydroforming [28,32℄, spinning [29℄, or plasmaspraying of opper on thin walled Nb avities [30℄ � are being pursuedwithin the ollaboration. If suessful, these methods may eventually leadto a further ost redution in the avity fabriation.



2054 D. TrinesAll omponents for beam aeleration through the �rst ryomodule wereinstalled in May 97. As the 14 MeV injetor was already in operation atdesign values [22℄, stable beam aeleration in the �rst module ould beestablished within a few days. Although the module ontained 5 out of 8avities with fabriation errors, aeleration gradients of 16.7 MeV/m wereobtained in a RF pulse of 100 �se. For more details see [21℄.Sine September 1998 a seond aelerating module has been installedinto the lina together with a new RF photoinjetor [23,24℄ and a magnetsystem to ompress the bunh length by a fator of four. Mid Deember1998 a train of 30 bunhes from the RF photoinjetor with 8 nC per bunhwas aelerated to 15.5 MeV through the �rst setion of the injetor. Atwo months period of mahine studies beginning January 99 is dediated toprepare the beam parameters and the diagnostis for a proof of prinipleexperiment of the SASE FEL in summer 99. Starting in Marh 1999 a thirdmodule and the undulator for the FEL operation will be installed.A very important new development was initiated by the proposal of aavity �superstruture� [31℄. In this sheme the spaing between adjaentavities is redued from 1.5 to 0.5 RF wavelengths and a group of 4 or moreof these losely spaed avities is supplied with RF power by only one inputoupler. In this way the �lling fator � the ratio of ative to total length� inreases from 66 % to 76 % or more, thus reduing the required gradientfor 500 GeV m operation from 25 to 21.7 MV/m for �xed lina length.The ost redutions due to the smaller number of RF input ouplers andryostat penetrations, and the simpli�ation of the RF distribution systemare obvious. 4. TESLA parametersIn the Coneptual Design Report the mahine parameters were hosensuh that luminosity and beam-strahlung energy loss were omparable toother linear ollider designs [33℄. The potential of the superonduting linato aelerate a very small emittane beam with small emittane dilutionwas not exploited intentionally, keeping requirements on the alignment andstability of the lina and �nal fous omponents quite relaxed. Sine theompletion of the CDR, however, this strength of the TESLA onept hasbeen investigated to some extent [34℄ leading to a new parameter set [35℄suited for high luminosity operation at 500 GeV m energy (see Table I).The bene�ts of the new �superstruture� onept have been inorporatedinto the design.The redution of the required gradient (25 ! 21:7 MV/m) leads to aninrease of the quality fator from 5 � 109 to 1010. Both e�ets lower therequired power for the ryogenis. This power savings has been invested in



Status of the TESLA Design 2055TABLE IUpdated parameters at Em = 500GeV in omparison with the original refereneparameters. TESLA TESLA(ref.) (new)site length [km℄ 32.6 32.6ative length [km℄ 20 23a. Gradient [MV/m℄ 25 21.7quality fator Q0[1010℄ 0.5 1tpulse [�s℄ 800 950# bunhes nb/pulse 1130 2820bunh spaing �tb [ns℄ 708 337rep. rate frep [Hz℄ 5 5Ne/bunh [1010℄ 3.6 2"x="y (� IP ) [10�6m℄ 14/0.25 10/0.03beta at IP ��x=y [mm℄ 25/0.7 15/0.4spot size ��x=��y [nm℄ 845/19 553/5bunh length �z [mm℄ 0.7 0.4beamstrahlung ÆB [%℄ 2.5 2.8Disruption Dy 17 33PAC (2 linas) [MW℄ 95 95e�ieny �AC!b [%℄ 17 23luminosity [1034m�2s�1℄ 0.68 3the beam power. The resulting lower loaded Q-value orresponds to a shorter�lling time of the avities, whih in turn results in an inreased onversione�ieny from mains to beam power (17! 23 %).With the new �superstruture� onept the gradient needed for 800 GeVm energy is 34 MV/m. From the results on avity R& D (setion 3) theoptimism, that average gradients well above 30 MV/m at Q values of 5�109an be reahed within the near future, is well justi�ed. The theoretialmaximum gradient for our strutures limited by the ritial magneti �eldis at about 55 MV/m.All subsystems of the ollider have been laid out for 800 GeV operation.The number of klystrons and modulators will be doubled. With the presentlayout of the ryogenis the repetition rate of the ollider will have to beredued from 5 to 3 Hz to maintain the level of available ooling apaity. Byfurther reduing the normalised vertial emittane by a fator 3 to 10�8 m ,a luminosity of 5�1034 m�2 se�1 an be obtained [35℄, the beamstrahlungenergy loss staying below 5 %. The mains power requirement will go up to130 MW. An upgrade of the ryogeni ooling apaity will allow luminositieslose to 1035m�2se�1 to be reahed by running the ollider at a repetitionrate of 5 Hz.



2056 D. Trines5. Layout of the ollider failityThere has been onsensus within the ollaboration that the linear ol-lider faility must be built at an existing high energy physis laboratory tomake use of the existing infrastruture and sta�. In the CDR two possiblesites have been envisaged, one being DESY, the other Fermilab. Both sitesallow for a future option to ollide 500 GeV e�=e+ with high energy protonsirulating in HERA or the Tevatron.This option �xes the possible diretion of the linear ollider. At DESYthe tunnel is foreseen with the main lina axis being tangential to the Weststraight setion of HERA, extending about 32 km into the state of Shleswig-Holstein. The ountryside is �at at about 10 m above sea level with max-imum height variations of some 10 m. The tunnel axis is foreseen at 8 mbelow sea level, giving more than su�ient soil overage for radiation pro-tetion. The soil, onsisting mainly of sand, allows for easy tunneling by thehydroshield method, whih was also used at HERA. The tunnel follows theearth's urvature over most of its length, exept for a setion of about 5 kmlength to diret the tunnel axis tangentially to HERA.A view into the planned tunnel (diameter 5.2 m) is shown in Fig. 3at a setion whih ontains the straight setions of the �dogbone� dampingring (upper left side) and several beam lines (right below the ryomodule)to the FEL faility. At the top of the tunnel there is a monorail for thetransportation of equipment and personnel.

Fig. 3. View into the TESLA tunnel



Status of the TESLA Design 2057Klystrons and their pulse transformers are installed horizontally belowthe �oor in the middle of the tunnel above the ooling water tubes. Thereis a total of about 620 10 MW klystrons inluding about 2.5 % spare. Eahklystron feeds 32 9-ell avities orresponding to a length of about 48 m.With a lifetime of 40,000 hours about 10 klystrons will have to be replaedin a one day interruption one per month.The experiene of the SLC [36℄ on the failure rate of modulators does notpermit an installation into the tunnel, inaessible during mahine operation.Therefore in the present layout the modulators are housed in servie hallsabove ground onneted to the pulse transformers in the tunnel by longables (Fig. 3, lower right). However, the design of modulators reliableenough to be installed into the tunnel is being investigated.Servie halls, spaed along the ollider at a distane of about 5 km areneeded for the ryogeni plants [37℄ in any ase. The length of superondut-ing lina that an be ooled by a ryoplant is about 2.5 km. This distaneis mainly determined by the pressure drop in the large return tube (300 mmdiameter) for low pressure Helium gas at about 2 K. The pressure in thetube determines the vapour pressure of the super�uid helium surroundingthe avities and thus the operating temperature of the avities.Eah servie hall houses two ryoplants eah supplying a 2.5 km setionof the lina. In ase of a failure of one plant, the other one an supply twosetors operating the ollider at a redued repetition rate. The big ryogeniboxes are planned to be installed in the 14 m diameter shaft onneting theservie hall with the tunnel (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Servie hall with shaft onnetion to the tunnel



2058 D. TrinesDue to the large spaing between onseutive bunhes, there is no ross-ing angle required at the IP . The beams are de�eted by eletrostatiseparators, having passed the interation region and the large aperture, su-peronduting quadrupole doublet. A tunnel length of about 1.2 km betweenthe IP and the ends of either superonduting lina is needed for the beamdelivery system [15℄ ontaining beam ollimation systems, beam diagnostisand orbit orretion elements, and the �nal fous system, demagnifying thebeam size and orreting hromati e�ets [27℄. These tunnel setions alsohouse the beam dumps and the positron soure.To allow for a seond interation region for e+e�, ee or  interationstwo additional tunnels are needed separating from the main lina tunnels atan angle of 15 mrad about 1.5 km away from the interation point.As the amount of positrons needed for a beam pulse exeeds the poten-tial of onventional positron soures, the eletron beam having passed theinteration region is used to produe the required number of positrons. Inthis sheme, proposed in the original VLEPP design [38℄, the spent eletronbeam is ollimated and passed through a wiggler produing large quantitiesof -rays, whih onvert in a thin rotating target into e+e� pairs. The fra-tion of positrons whih an be aptured by the soure optis, aelerated to3 GeV and stored in the dogbone damping ring yields a su�ient number ofpartiles for the operation of the linear ollider.On the basis of the existing know how, orders to industry are being is-sued to evaluate the requirements of large sale industrial avity prodution.Together with a detailed layout of all subsystems of the ollider the infor-mation from the industrial studies will allow for a tehnial design report ofthe faility, ontaining a reliable shedule and ost evaluation, in about twoyears from now. REFERENCES[1℄ M. Tigner, Nuovo Cim. 37, 1228 (1965).[2℄ U. Amaldi, Phys. Lett. B61, 313 (1976).[3℄ J. Kirhgessner et al., HEACC, Geneva 1980.[4℄ H. Gerke, K. Ste�en, DESY PET-79/04 (1979).[5℄ R. Palmer, New Developments in Partile Aeleration Tehniques, Orsay1987, CERN 87-11, ECFA 87/110.[6℄ R. Brinkmann, DESY M-95-10 (1995).[7℄ J.P. Delahaye, G. Guignard, T. Raubenheimer, I. Wilson, LC97, Zvenigorod,Russia, Vol. I, p.428.[8℄ TTF-Proposal, DESY-TESLA-93-01.[9℄ D. Proh, HEACC98, Dubna.
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